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Listed as 18C, the house is late l&C with 17C addition at the S end; the latter 
(room 3) is of two storeys and attic with ovolo moulded stone windows back and front; 
the lower roofed original house (1 & 2) has modern windows, the N one in front is bowed 

-and was a former shop window. Doors are modern. Walls are rubble, the original ones 
raised and rendered; roof is tiled, gables coped. An added wing (W), fully modernised, 
was a bakery bakehouse. 

The door Dl enters a former central passage (P); a ceiling beam on the N is flat 
backed to the passage, as was that on the S which is replaced by a pair of beams. Both 
have/had a narrow soffit rebate (for lath and plaster partitions?). Stairs S2 entered 
from room 2 have been removed, and may have blocked a back door. Visible only on the 
first floor is a larger recess for former stairs Si. Modern stairs S4 are in the wing 
which is now the kitchen. Variable wall thicknesses are up to 28" in both rooms. Plain 
chamfered ceiling beams have shallow step and run out stops, as has the wooden lintel 
of fireplace P2. The brick oven beside the latter is perhaps an insertion since room 1 
".a s tho orignI ki - chen. 

At the N gable a modern fireplace El blocks a large one of which the wooden lintel 
extends the width of the house. To the L is now a cupboard from which removal of some 
structure has left a rough end wall - a formeroven 7 To the R a curing chamber has 
had its front wall removed and is entered under the arched soffit of the lintel; the 
chamber, rebuilt on the hearth side, is roughly circular and has a 10" shelf partly 
surviving; above a modern ceiling a tapered flue is well blackened; two small openings 
have modern wjndowfrarnes in them. Although common in the SW of the county, few chambers 
have been recorded in the NE. 

Apart from the window, room 3 is featureless, its gable fireplace P3 blocked by 
a late grate. In a recess beside the stack were stairs S3, above which stairs still 
rise to the attic. In the roof space over room 2 beside the stack of P2 can be seen 
former stairs S5 to the attic from the first floor over 2. Does the unusual sloping 
side of the stack on the ground floor indicate original stairs here, removed to give 
access to the additional room ?This would be the normal place for stairs in a two 
roomed, central entry house of the late 16C. 

Roof is entirely a late rebuild. 
This house is an exceptionally early example of the two roomed, central entry 

plan with gable fireplaces, of which the majority are mid 17C; but the latter are 
invariably taller of two storeys and attics. Two houses of this plan which are not 
later than the early 17C, are Hadley Cottage, Butleigh and Wales Dairy House, West 
Camel. 

B. H • D. Williams 

Nov. 1986 
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